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What does George realize at the 

end of the movie? 

Think Pair Share

THEME

George realizes he has a wonderful life 

because he has people who love him. 

What makes George, “…the richest man in town”?  

What makes George's life wonderful?
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1. Introduction

HOOK: Use a quotation about the theme topic

TRANSITION: Why did you choose this quote? and story connection

CLAIM: Write your claim first. 

George Bailey changes (add how he changed)  as he experiences a serious 

problem in his life (add the serious problem)

. 
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“Love is our true destiny. We do not find the meaning of life by 

ourselves alone-we find it with another.”  Thomas Merton  This quote by 

Merton reveals what the main character George Bailey realizes in the movie, 

It’s a Wonderful Life directed by Frank Capra. Bailey is an average man who 
wants adventures and travel and to do “something big and something 

important” (21).  But, by the end of the movie after facing bankruptcy and 

jail he realizes there is more to life than adventure. 



2. Evidence and Explanation
1/4

George wants to… EVIDENCE EXPLANATION

STORY EVENT

QUOTATION

How does this show what 

George wants?

STORY EVENT

QUOTATION

How does this show what 

George wants?

Travel, have 

adventures

Do big 

things



3. Evidence and Explanation 1/4

What changed George and 

what does he want now?

EVIDENCE EXPLANATION

STORY EVENT

QUOTATION

How does this effect the plot or 

George?

STORY EVENT

QUOTATION

How does this show George has 

changed?

Event(s) that changed 

George

Realization that…..

Theft, Clarence, 

Pottersville…..

Change in George



4. Conclusion

A. Repeat the claim 

George Bailey changed or 

George Bailey finally realized the value of his life. 
B. Explain it’s significance to the story

Bailey didn’t recognize that the value of his life was in his    

relationships until he saw the world without himself in it. 

C. Explain how it is important beyond the text

Like Bailey, most people live average lives maybe not 

fulfilling all of the dreams of youth, but instead having simpler  

lives helping others and raising families. These smaller 

things are what make one’s life “wonderful” just as Bailey 

learned.  
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